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D. ESTABLISHMENT OF POSITIONS OF UNIVERSITY CHIEF ARCHITECT AND UNIVERSITY CHIEF ENGINEER:

RESOLVED, That one position, in each of the following titles, University Chief Architect and University Chief Engineer, be established, effective July 1, 1985, in the non-competitive class of the classified civil service of The City University of New York, subject to the approval of the New York State Civil Service Commission; and be it further

RESOLVED, That these positions be in the Managerial Service of the classified service of The City University of New York, at salary levels commensurate with the salary levels of similar positions in The City of New York Managerial Pay Plan; and be it further

RESOLVED, That present incumbents in positions performing the duties assigned to the titles so established be reclassified to these titles, provided that there shall be no diminution of any civil service right enjoyed by such incumbent in his or her present competitive class title.

EXPLANATION: Local 375, affiliated with District Counsel 37, AFSCME, the University, The City of New York, and other agencies, including the MTA and the Board of Education, have been involved in a dispute regarding the use by the City and the other agencies of the managerial titles of Administrative Architect and Administrative Engineer. After lengthy negotiations, the University and D.C. 37 have agreed that these two titles are appropriately designated as non-competitive and managerial. Discussions are now taking place to resolve the classification of other positions in the University Office of Facilities Planning and Management and the colleges. In the light of the University's substantial construction and rehabilitation programs and the significant number of staff of the Office who have elected to retire under the Early Retirement Incentive Program, the University must establish these two positions to provide managerial leadership of the Office.

The positions shall have the following overall responsibilities:

UNIVERSITY CHIEF ARCHITECT. Under the broad direction of the Chief of Project Management, with great latitude for the exercise of independent initiative and judgment, directs and manages the Architectural Services Unit of the Office of Facilities Planning and Management of the Central Office of The City University.

UNIVERSITY CHIEF ENGINEER: Under the broad direction of the Chief of Project Management, with great latitude for the exercise of independent initiative and judgment, directs and manages the Engineering Services Unit of the Office of Facilities and Management of the Central Office of The City University.
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